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M1 8.2 m

Subaru Prime Focus

F/2.0 
f = 16400 mm    
FOV 30 arcmin
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MIT/LL CCID-20

Burke & Luppino et al.



MIT/LL CCID-20
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Deep depletion
High Responsivity amp.

! 40 µm

MIT
EEV
(MegaCam)

! 15 µV/e

z’i’B

U

rms noise! 2e
(50 kHz readout)
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   The correction procedure
• Employ a buffer block between CCD and cold plate
• Height measurement using laser displacement meter
• Insert thin metal foils with appropriate thickness
• Infusion of epoxy adhesive

 Buffer blockThin foils
Cold plate

Nakata et al. 1999 ESO Detector workshop

Co-planarity



Jig to align CCD and blockbuffer blocks



Mosaicing
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Suprime-Cam
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10 MIT/LL CCID-20
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Growth of CCD mosaics

Illustration of large focal plane sizes, from Luppino ‘Moore’s’ law
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Strength of Suprime-Cam
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Wide Field Corrector Prime Focus Unit

Opt-mechanics were built by 
 experienced Japanese firms

Superb 
Image Quality



HST WFPC2
(All FOV)

Suprime-Cam
（FOV/100)

Good Image Quality
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High Redshift Galaxies Hunt
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1. Large Aperture
2. Wide Field of View
3. Superb image quality
4. High QE in red



WL Dark Matter Halo Search
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464 R. Gavazzi and G. Soucail: Weak lensing in CFHTLS Deep fields

4. Mass reconstructions

4.1. Convergence maps from observed shear

From the source catalogue CA defined in Sect. 3, we can infer
the shear field !(!) and deduce the associated convergence field
"(!). They are related by:

"(!) =
!

R2
K(! ! ")"!(")d2", (11)

where K(!) = 1
#

!1
($1!i$2)2 is a complex convolution kernel (Kaiser

& Squires 1993, hereafter KS93). The shear field is smoothed
with a Gaussian filter G($) # exp(! $22$2s

) with $s = 1 arcmin.
The convergence field is consequently smoothed by the same
filter. The resulting convergence maps present correlated noise
properties (van Waerbeke 2000).

$"n(")"n(" + !)% = %2
e

4#nbg$2s
exp
"
! !

2

4$2s

#
· (12)

%e(4#nbg$2s )!1/2 characterises the noise level. We measured a
value 0.0196, 0.0225, 0.0202 and 0.0221 for D1, D2, D3 and
D4, respectively.

In principle, the convergence computed from Eq. (11) must
be real and its imaginary component should only be due to noise
and possible residual systematics. We checked this assumption
by rotating the shear field by 45& and found the reconstructed
maps to be consistent with noise as described by Eq. (12).

The KS93 inversion in Eq. (11) is done by a direct summa-
tion over all sources without pixelling, smoothing and Fourier
transforming the data. This reduces boundary and mask e!ects
on mass reconstructions. Several techniques have been proposed
so far since the original KS93 method. Most of them are use-
ful in high shear regions (where g <' 1) and for small fields of
view. However the wide MegaCam images and the complex field
geometry imposed by the masks make di"cult, time consum-
ing and unnecessary the implementation of more complex tech-
niques. In addition, van Waerbeke (2000) has shown that noise
properties of KS93 method are well controlled and consistent
with Eq. (12).

Figures 4 and 5 show the convergence maps for D1, D2, D3
and D4 deduced from the catalogue CA. Contours in units of the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR or &) are overlaid, with & defined as

& = SNR =
"

%e

$
4 # nbg $2s . (13)

In the present data we detect '46 positive peaks with & > 3 and
5 peaks with & > 4. In order to avoid too much contamination
by noise peaks but to detect as much true peaks as possible, we
therefore fix the threshold at & = 3.5. The 14 peaks detected
within this limit will constitute our working sample in the rest of
the paper. We discuss in more detail the statistics of these peaks
in Sect. 4.2 and their possible association to galaxy clusters in
Sect. 5.

4.2. Statistics of peaks

Several authors investigated the possibility to use convergence
peaks as clusters of galaxies candidates. Simplified analytical
calculations based on the Halo Mass Function (as inferred from
the Press-Schechter formalism for instance) provided the first
predictions for wide field imaging surveys (Schneider 1996;
Kruse & Schneider 1999). Then, thanks to the development of

Fig. 4. Convergence maps inferred from the ellipticity field of back-
ground sources for D1 (top) and D2 (bottom). The shear field is esti-
mated by smoothing the ellipticity field of sources galaxies selected in
catalogue CA. Then, Eq. (11) is used the convert ! into the " field. The
largest masked regions are visible as fuzzy " ' 0 regions. Contours lev-
els start at 3% with a 0.5% arithmetic increase. The Gaussian filtering
scale is 1 arcmin. The 14 peaks with & > 3.5 are labeled.

numerical simulations, quantitative estimates of projection ef-
fects and cluster selection functions (in terms of mass and red-
shift) became available (Reblinsky & Bartelmann 1999; Jain &
van Waerbeke 2000; White et al. 2002; Padmanabhan et al. 2003;
Hamana et al. 2004; Hennawi & Spergel 2005; Tang & Fan
2005).

The practical implementation of a Weak Lensing Cluster
Survey (WLCS) requires the control of noise present in obser-
vations, either due to the intrinsic ellipticity of sources or to

tens of hours  i’
T00003 DR

Gavazzi & Soucail (2007) 14

698 J. Bergé et al.

Figure 2. Convergence map inferred from our weak lensing measurement of
the W1 field. The square in the W1 map shows the boundaries of the D1 field
(Fig. 3). The map is smoothed by a 2.3 arcmin full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) Gaussian. Dashed circles mark C1 X-ray clusters.

& Arnouts 1996). They are extracted according to their signal-to-
noise ratio peak, read from the signal-to-noise ratio map. Hereafter,
we define a ‘significant structure’ as a detection with a signal-to-
noise ratio greater than 2.5. Their mass is related to their integrated
convergence through the lensing geometry, and can be estimated
when their redshift and the redshift distribution of background galax-
ies are known. To account for the latter, we use the normalized
distribution

n(z) = !

zs"
!

1+#
!

"
#

z
zs

$#

exp

%
!

#
z
zs

$!&
, (3)

where the parameters #, !, zs are given for the wide images by
Benjamin et al. (2007) (#, !, zs) = (0.836, 3.425, 1.171). To account
for n(z) in the D1 image, we fit the photometric redshift distribution
of Ilbert et al. (2006) in the CFHTLS D1 field, and obtain (#, !, zs) =
(0.828, 1.859, 1.148). van Waerbeke et al. (2006) have shown that
errors in the n(z) fit are subdominant compared to Poisson noise and
sample variance for the measurement of cosmological parameters.
We thus neglect them hereafter.

We measure a cluster’s virial mass by averaging its convergence
in an aperture large enough that we can assume that the entire cluster
is captured. The aperture corresponds to the region enclosed in the
2$ level of the cluster’s convergence map. This technique is simi-
lar to using a % -statistic (Fahlman et al. 1994), with infinitely large
annulus around the cluster, provided that the convergence in the en-
tire field averages to 0. We verified this latter point, thus validating
our choice. Note that because of the small number density of back-
ground sources, we cannot reliably fit a shear profile around clusters
(see e.g. Paulin-Henriksson et al. 2007, for an example of mass es-
timation using two profile fits around the galaxy cluster Abell 209).
We then convert the virial mass into M200,c, the mass enclosed in
the sphere of mean overdensity 200 times higher than the critical
density, using the recipe from Hu & Kravtsov (2003). Hereafter, we
will note M200,c more briefly M200.

Weak lensing is affected by the entire mass distribution along the
line of sight. As a result, the weak lensing mass measurement of

one cluster is biased by projection effects. It has been shown, using
different mass estimators, that large-scale structures in the line of
sight, and near the target cluster, introduce errors ranging from a
few per cent (Reblinsky & Bartelmann 1999; Hoekstra 2001, 2003;
Clowe, De Lucia & King 2004) to a few tens of per cent (Metzler,
White & Loken 2001; de Putter & White 2005). In this paper, we
assume that they produce a 20 per cent error, added in quadrature
to the shear measurement error.

3.2 X-ray cluster detection and analysis

The X-ray cluster detection pipeline has been described in Pacaud
et al. (2006). It takes account of the Poisson nature of the X-ray
images, to extract and analyse clusters of galaxies in a two-step
procedure. Clusters are first detected by a multiresolution wavelet
filter (Starck et al. 1998). Then, each source is analysed using a
maximum likelihood profile fitting procedure, and its X-ray proper-
ties assessed. Three classes of extended sources have been defined
(Pacaud et al. 2006; Pierre et al. 2006): (1) the C1 class contains
the highest surface brightness sources, and is uncontaminated; (2)
the C2 class allows for 50 per cent contamination, and contains
less bright extended sources; (3) finally, the C3 class contains opti-
cally confirmed sources with apparent X-ray emission, which were
not selected as C1 or C2. In this paper, we only consider C1 class
detections, representative of the most massive objects seen in the
XMM-LSS. The redshift of detected clusters has been measured
using spectroscopic observations from a number of telescope and
instrument combinations detailed in table 2 of Pierre et al. (2006).
Their temperature estimation is described in Willis et al. (2005).

Pacaud et al. (2007) have extracted and analysed 29 C1 clusters
from 5 deg2 of the XMM-LSS data (shown in Fig. 1), which contain
our 4 deg2 optical data. Among other things, they have measured
their luminosity and temperature. Here, we take into account their
16 clusters which are enclosed in the fields of our CFHTLS data,
making use only of their temperature and redshift. They are listed
in Table 1. Note that the cluster XLSSC053 is in the G12 XMM-
LSS pointing (shown by the cross in the D1 field, in Fig. 1), which
was not used when Pacaud et al. (2007) analysed the XMM-LSS
observations. This pointing has been re-observed, and the X-ray
characteristics of XLSSC053 are listed in Table 1.

4 R E S U LT S

In this section, we give the properties of clusters of galaxies de-
tected with our weak lensing pipeline. Counting the weak lensing
detections allows us to constrain the matter power-spectrum nor-
malization $ 8. We then use the weak lensing mass of the detected
groups to calibrate the M–T relation for clusters of galaxies.

4.1 Convergence maps and cluster catalogue

Fig. 2 shows the 4 deg2 of the W1 field that we considered. No
significant overdensity (i.e. with & ! 2.5) has been detected. As
we will quantitatively show in Section 4.2.1, this is consistent with
the expected cluster counts for this survey. The black square in the
image shows the position of the D1 field. Since there are around
20 galaxies arcmin!2, we expect more significant detections in this
deep field (see Section 4.2.1). The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows the
convergence map that we obtained from our weak lensing analysis
of the D1 field. Due to the varying level of noise in our map, which
varies independently of ' , two peaks with the same ' value do not
necessarily have the same significance. That results in the rejection
of seemingly significant structures, such as the peak around (#, () =

C" 2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C" 2008 RAS, MNRAS 385, 695–707

Miyazaki et al. 2007 CFHLS-W

CFHLS-D

Berge et al.  2008

Ask Google

Miyazaki dark matter
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Upgrade of Suprime-Cam



Upgrade path
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1. Large Aperture
2. Wide Field of View
3. Superb image quality
4. High QE in red

Wider

Higher
keep it



NAOJ-Hamamatsu 
Collaboration

1994 - 1996  Back Illuminated small CCD
1996 - 1998  2k4k Front illuminated CCD
1999 - 2008  BI 2k4k pch CCD

1998 17
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2002
FI Prototype

2003
BI Prototype

2008
2k4k BI

p-ch Development History



19Signal is carried by hole.



HPK p-ch CCD

Copyright © Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.   All Rights Reserved.
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CCD Structure Full Frame Transfer
Si Thickness 200 µm (Can be 100 ! 300 µm)
Vertical clock phase 3 phases
Horizontal clock phase 2 phases or 4 phases
Output Amprilfiers 4 one stage MOSFET on chip

and one J-FET on the package

Package Material Aluminum Nitride

Table 1: HPK CCD configulation
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Package Structure
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CCD chip
Low viscosity 
epoxy

CCD base
Printed epoxy 
resin adhesive 

Pin base

10um
flatness 
achieved
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Quantum Efficiency
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QE Improvement Plan

23Copyright © Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.   All Rights Reserved.confidential
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Charge Transfer Efficiency

MnK!

MnK!

X-ray test

No slope indicates good CTE (>0.999995) 24



Dark Current
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Full well

26



Read noise

4.5 e rms
(150 kHz)
MFront2

27



Charge Diffusion
Expected Charge diffusion: !D = 7µm, t = 200 µm

Sufficiently small charge spread

Suprime-Cam

(HSC pixel scale is 15 % smaller)

lambda of 700 nm results can be adopted for shorter lambda

! [nm] focus pos. [µm] " [µm] FWHM [”]
700 5.6 6.9 0.21
800 19.2 6.6 0.20
900 43.8 5.8 0.18
1000 84.7 4.5 0.14

28



Measurement

10 micron pin hole is projected 
with X 1/10 (NA ~ 0.25) optics

Measurement setup

Expected

Measurement is consistent 
with expected value.
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Mounted on Subaru
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Replacement of MIT/LL CCID-20
July, 2008  



Mounted on Subaru
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Image size at Subaru
B band

0.48’’ FWHM

z’ band

0.4’’

0.38’’ FWHM

32



Cosmetic defects
New Suprime-Cam case (10 CCDs):

3 CCD 7 CCD

No defect
One block of 
bright columns

Block width:
6 CCD: 2 column
1 CCD: 5 column

33



Residual Images

Delayed charge emission from surface traps
Pinning clock sequence between exposures fixes this entirely. 34



CCD Performance
2 CHAPTER 1. SENSOR

Items Requirement (-100!C) Measured

Packaging Format (pixel size) 2048!4096 (15 µm!) -
Pixel to Package edge < 0.5 mm 0.410±0.025
(Serial register side) < 5.0 mm 4.975±0.025
Global height variation < 25 µm Peak-to-Valley

QE 400 nm > 45 42
550 nm > 85 87
650 nm > 90 94
770 nm > 85 91
920 nm > 80 78
1000 nm > 40 40

CTE (per pix) Parallel direction > 0.999995 (1600 e) 0.999999
Serial direction > 0.999995 (1600 e) 0.999998

Dark Current < a few e/hour/pix 1.4
Charge di!usion !D < 7.5 µm (400 < " < 1050 nm) 7.5
Full well 1 % departure > 150,000 e 180,000
Amp. Responsivity > 4 µV/e 4.5
Readout noise 150 kHz readout < 5 e 4.5

Table 1.1: Specifications of CCDs and the actual performance measured on the prototype.
All measurements are made at -100 !C.

Specification of charge transfer e"ciency (CTE), dark current and amplifiers readout noise
are all equivalent with what were realized on CCID-20 and other science grade CCDs.

1.1.2 Hamamatsu fully depleted CCD

1.1.2.1 NAOJ - HPK collaboration

When we started a conceptual study of Suprime-Cam in 1993, the procurement of large
format CCD was one of the biggest concerns. In order to pursue the possibility of building
CCDs in Japan, we firstly contacted Hamamatsu Photonics which had just started developing
CCDs for various science application. They provided us with small (" 1 cm2 square) thin
back illuminated CCDs and we evaluated the devices under the cryogenic and low light
condition. This was the beginning of the collaboration between NAOJ and Hamamatsu.

In 1997, Hamamatsu had successfully delivered the first large format CCD (2048!4096
15 µm pixel three side buttable). The test results showed that the CCD featured excellent
performance in CTE (> 0.999995), dark current (a few pix/hour) and the readout noise (3.5
e for 20 kHz pixel rate) [1]. It was noted that the defects were quite few (only several column
defects) for such large format devices, which implied the high level of quality control of the
product at Hamamatsu. This front illuminated (FI) CCD was supposed to be processed into
back illuminated (BI) CCDs to enhance the quantum e"ciency.

In the meantime, MIT/LL eventually started delivering the BI CCID-20 and the per-
formance was promising. We thus gave up adopting Hamamatsu CCDs to Suprime-Cam
because the schedule of Subaru first light was too soon. The project with Hamamatsu was

35



Hamamatsu p-ch CCD

36

Next Japanese X-ray satellite decided 
to employ Hamamatsu’s FDCCD

Installation for Subaru FOCAS multi 
object spectrograph is underway
T = -100℃
Vbb=20[V]

FWHM 
145.7[eV]
@ 5.9 keV 

R.N. 5.6[e]
Sv　 2.46[uV/e]
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Wider Field of View

Hyper Suprime-Cam



HSC Developments

• Larger Focal Plane   1.5 deg diameter
• More CCDs
• Large Filters
• New Wide Field Corrector
• New Prime Focus Unit
• Optics alignment system
• mechanical interface to the telescope

38
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WFC

PFU

CAM



HSC Components
PFU Mechanics

HSC Mechanics

Sensor

WFC

Data Management

Filter

40
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310 cm high

158 cm high
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IRM2 CsOpt NsOpt
SC FMOS HSC



HSC Focal Plane

43(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a): The layout of CCDs on the cold plate. (b): The vignetting plot as a function of the field radius.

One unit of FEE handles 4 CCDs and its dimension is 240 mm ! 150 mm. There are four 65 pin micro D-sub
connects on the bottom side of FEE and FPC cables from CCD packages are connected to these connectors. It
also has one 9 pin MDM connector one end of FEE which is used as a signal line. On the other end, a 60 pin
connector is attached and connected to the bus-type connector which is installed on the FEE assembly and the
DC power is supplied from the bus. A support bar which embeds a heat pipe is attached at the top end of the
FEE to fix the FEE to the beam of the FEE assembly, as well as to remove the heat generated from FEE to the
beam. We plan to equip coolant lines through the FEE beams and circulate coolant to e!ciently remove the
heat.

There are two rooms reserved for the cooling path between the cold head of the cooler and the cold plate.
The size of the each room is 500 mm ! 65 mm. The thermal analysis (see Sect. 4) shows that wide contact area
on the cold plate is necessary to keep CCD temperature uniform over the focal plane.

Back Assembly The back assembly is where two coolers and vacuum maintenance instruments are attached.
An ordinary vacuum valve of ISO-KF 40 size (e.g., Pfei"er EVB 040 SA) and a full range vacuum gauge (e.g.,
Pfei"er PKR 251) are attached. We also plan to adopt a noble pump Varian Vaclon Plus 20 which has a pumping
speed of 20 l/s. For more details of the cooler, see Sect. 4.

3.2 Focal Plane Layout

Fig. 3(a) shows the layout of 116 CCDs on the focal plane. The inner dashed circle represents the 1.5 degree
field of view, which corresponds to 498 mm in physical size. The outer dashed circle represents the area where
CCDs receive incoming photons. The diameter is 530 mm in physical and 1.59 degree field of view. The solid
line circle represents the outer diameter of the dewar (700 mm). As shown in the figure, 116 CCDs cover 1.5
degree field of view quite well. Fig. 3(b) shows the vignetting diagram as a function of the field radius. The
vignetting gets worse as the radius increases and it is 25% at 0.75 degree (i.e., 1.5 degree diameter), then steeply
degraded to "40% at the 0.8 degree edge.

The dimension of a CCD package is 31.54 mm ! 66.825 mm with 9 mm thick and the gap between CCD
packages is 0.2 mm. Since the light-sensitive area of CCD is 30.72 mm ! 61.44 mm, the e"ective gaps between
CCDs are 1.02 mm (11 arcsec) in 2k direction and 5.585 mm (62 arcsec) in 4k direction, respectively.

112 + 4 Guides

SiC cold plate
Cooled by two pulse tube coolers

45 W@-100 C each



CCD Dewar
Cooler

 Development Status
− Production model prototype is just assembled, now in test
− Cooling power and vibration : to be measured
− Delivered to NAOJ by the end of March

Pulse tube cooler
just assembled in
Fuji Electric



CCD Dewar
Front End Electronics

 FEE Assembly 
− Interval of FEE boards: 17mm
− FPC cables from CCDs are folded 

and placed between FEE boards

17mm

Flexible cables 
from CCDs 

Base Flange

FEE plate

Back side view

Test



レンズ鏡筒
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HSC Cryostat



Dewar Vacuum test

47
t = 37 mm Quartz window survived !



FEE: Signal processing circuit
• Double-slope type CDS circuit based on SDSS photometric camera
• 3 op-amps signal processor to achieve low power consumption

– Pre-amp
– Inverting amp
– Integration amp

• AC coupling with DC level restoration
• Low power and fast op-amps with quick overload recovery

(No need of clamp diode)
• 0.05% linearity error over the full signal range
• -150ppm/C of the gain temperature dependency

CCD
ADC

pixel rate: 250 kpix/s

AD7686

OPA 627



FEE: Connection diagram

• Frontend for a Half of
 Science CCD (56 CCD)
– 4CCD FE board x9
– 6CCD FE board x3
– 4CCD FE board x1

(Used only 2CCD)

• Hermetic Connector
(MIL circular type)
– 55 pins x2 for CCD Clock
– 41 pins x4 for ADC Data
– 26 pins x3 for Power
– Total 9 hermetic connectors



Clock driver/Preamp/CDS/ 
ADC board for 4 CCDs

50

Prototype under evaluation
2010/3E completion expected Al core



BEE: Connection diagram

Power Management Board

1GbE Interface Board (BEIF)

Frontend Data Acquisition Board

Frontend Interface Board

Frontend Data Acquisition Board

Hermetic 41
Hermetic 41
Hermetic 41
Hermetic 41

Hermetic 55

PCR68

PCR68

PCR50

DSUB15

Connections of Backend Electronics

AC-DC Power Supply

PCR20
LC

Observation Room

Other Backend Electronics

D
IN

96 Backplane

Frontend Interface BoardPCR50

DSUB15

Power Management Board
DSUB15

DSUB15

Hermetic 26
Hermetic 26
Hermetic 26

Hermetic 55

• Frontend for a Half of Science CCD
(56 CCD)

– 1GbE Interface Board x1
– Power Management x2
– FE Interface x2
– FE DAQ x2
– Total 7 boards

• One pair of Optical Fiber going out
 from the Prime Focus

• Two sets of BEE for the science CCD is 
connected to synchronize the CCD 
clock.

Fiber

LVDS

Power

LVDS



FEE

GESiCA 

Ethernet Connec0on to the DAQ System

FEE
(CDS&ADC)

GESiCA

Readout
Controller

Frame
Memory

SiTCP

DAQ
System

BEE: Prototyping

AD converted data. GbE

Custom ASICs Linux box at
observing room

Designed by U-tokyo and KEK
Uchida et al. 2008 SPIE



BEE: Data transfer speed
 to a remote host

Stable Transfer to the limit of Gigabit Ethernet

948 Mbps just
need for 64 
CCDs readout
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CCD

120 CCDs will be delivered 
by 2010/8



Wide Field Corrector
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WFC

56Procurement completed

Silica: Corning
i-lines: OHARA



Polishing at Canon
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Polishing underway  
2010/3E Completion incl. coating



Lens Barrel
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Pile of Lens Ring Frames
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Lens Barrel from Kyocera
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Sintered Machined

2009/11 completion 18 parts



Shutter 600 mm phi
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Shutter
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Ball Screw

Film

Aperture

Drive Unit

Spring

Roll

Durability test on site ! 



Filter

• Optics coating Japan
• Asahi Spectra
• Barr
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Prototyping

They all look 
promising.



Asahi Spectra
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New sputtering coating facility is being built.



HSC Schedule
2009         2010          2011        2012

 Parts Manufacturing
Design

First Light 2011/E

WFC

PFU

Design

Manufacturing & Test

CAM
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Assembly

Design
Manufacturing ASM

ASM Test M ShipTest H C

CCD

Manufacturing

Design Review

Telescope Shutdown
3 mo. 2.5 mo.



Summary
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1. Large Aperture
2. Wide Field of View
3. Superb image quality
4. High QE in red

Wider

Higher
keep it

Suprime-Cam HSC

2011/E  First Light 

No fatal technical risk remains 
Budget crisis being settled by stimulus money
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Thank you


